“These are some of the finest, artisan wines being made in
the Piedmont today.” -Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media
When Aldo Vaira was 15 years old, his parents sent him to his
grandparent’s farm in Barolo for the summer. During that time
he formed a connection to the land and work, which became
the foundation of his life as a winemaker and steward of the
family land.
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Aldo has never been one to swim with the current. It is not
that he rejected tradition, quite the opposite, he embraced the
region’s deep history with love and pride. He took
genuine thoughtful steps to evolve this tradition for the better
future he imagined. In 1971, three years after his first summer
on the farm, Aldo converted to organic farming, one of the
first wineries in the Piedmont to do so. In 1980 he gave the
noble, but largely forgotten, variety freisa a pedestal by
planting it next to their most cherished cru vineyard, Bricco
delle Viole; and was the first to plant riesling in the Piedmont
in 1985. Establishing its promise there, followed by many
other growers. All while continuing to make elegant, layered,
and masterfully-crafted barbera, dolcetto, and Barolo.
Aldo and Milena Vaira are now joined at the winery by their
three humble and passionate children, Guiseppe, Francesa,
and Isidoro, who continue the winery’s legacy with their own
thoughtful ideas and innovations.
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Place Matters
The Barolo wine region, sandwiched between the Alps
and the sea, has the ideal climate for its native Nebbiolo.
A finicky grape that has not been cultivated elsewhere
with success. Nebbiolo is happy here, on the sunny southfacing slopes of the rolling, foggy hills.
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Within the Barolo DOCG there are 5 main communes on
two principal soil formations. La Morra and Barolo (and
part of Castiglione Falletto) on the calcareous marl soils of
the Tortonian age. Overall, Nebbiolo grown here has a
more expressive bouquet and a softer frame compared to
the wines made from vineyards on the sandstone-dominant
Helvetian soil.
Barolo has taken a cue from Burgundy in recognizing the
distinct expressions of individual vineyards, painstakingly
mapping the region and elevating the finest as crus. Since
the 1880s, the Vaira family has proudly farmed on one of
the most prized crus in the Barolo commune, Bricco delle
Viole, also the highest in elevation. Wines from this coolclimate site relay pristine and lifted fruit character
complimented by silky tannins. To paraphrase Aldo Vaira:
in the sketch that is the Barolo hills, Bricco delle Viole is
drawn with an extra fine point, with each element of the
wine resonating in clarity. While this site may be G.D.
Vajra’s treasure, the same care and attention is given to
their entire line of beautifully classic yet artfully distinct
Piedmont wines.
.

Wine

Grape(s)

Langhe Rosso

Barbera,
Nebbiolo,
Dolcetto,
Freisa,
Pinot Noir,
Albarossa

Dolcetto
d’Alba

Barbera
Superiore

“Able”
Barolo

100%
Dolcetto

100%
Barbera

100%
Nebbiolo

Place

Langhe,
Piedmont

Alba,
Piedmont

Alba,
Piedmont

Barolo,
Piedmont

Vinification

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Old Slavonian
Botti

Old Slavonian
Botti

Sight

Smell

Sip

Pairings

Violet,
tobacco,
summer
berries

Concentrated
and
harmonious,
Bright red fruit
with graphite
minerality

Alpine
cheeses

Brilliant purple
color

Plum, sour
cherry, Italian
herb blend

Open and
balanced,
delicate
tannins,
raspberry, hay

Charcuterie

Dense purple
with ruby rim

Brooding and
layered with
black currant
and spice

Redcurrant
compote,
stone fruit,
vibrant and
long finish

Roasted
chicken, duck,
pheasant

Orange peel,
fennel, cherry

Deep and
complex with
rose,
raspberry,
pine, bright
acidity

Beef, stews,
lamb, truffles

Bright red
color w/ violet
hues

Ruby with
Garnet rim

